Role of ocular aberrations in dynamic accommodation control.
Accommodation control is mediated by a number of cues, including blur,chromatic aberration and target proximity. Data from wavefront measurements have shown clear shifts in ocular aberrations during increasing accommodative demand, most notably a negative shift in spherical aberration. Work in adaptive optics, where aberrations have been corrected, has suggested a role for aberrations in the control of accommodation for some individuals. This study aimed to determine the relative effects of aberration correction and inversion on closed-loop stepwise accommodation responses to small increases and decreases in stimulus vergence. An adaptive optics system was used to modify ocular aberrations, while five participants viewed a high contrast target stepping 0.5 D in an inward or outward direction. Aberrations were variously unchanged, corrected or inverted following the step change in stimulus vergence. A Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor was used to record accommodative responses to the stepwise changes in stimulus vergence. Accommodative response data were analysed using a curve fitting method to calculate the gain,latency and response time. Correction of aberrations failed to have a significant effect on dynamic accommodative responses. Inversion of even-order aberration terms produced a significant reduction in accommodative response gain for outward steps in stimulus vergence.Additionally, an increase in the number of accommodative responses in the wrong direction was seen following aberration inversion. Inward steps were not altered significantly by aberration inversion. Accommodation in humans appears to derive a cue from the even-order aberrations of the eye to help guide the initial direction of responses to reductions in stimulus vergence (that is, disaccommodation). With all aberrations and even-order aberrations inverted, the number of incorrect directional responses to outward moving stimuli increases, suggesting that aberrations are important in determining the initial path of stepwise accommodative responses.